8th Meeting of UNICA Bologna Lab Coordinators, University of Zagreb, Dubrovnik
July 3, 2008

location: Centre for Advanced Academic Studies of the University of Zagreb in Dubrovnik, don Frana Bulica 4, Dubrovnik

focus and goals

- European Campus
- Bologna 2020
- learning outcomes-oriented approach to curricula design
- employability

Programme

09.00-09.15
Welcome address
Melita Kovacevic, Vice-Rector University of Zagreb

09.15-10.00
UNICA projects: introduction to current activities
Kris de Jonckheere and David Baldinger

- ECVET/ECTS
- results of Bologna Experts Meetings in Vienna and Madrid

10.00-10.15
Coffee break

10.15-12.00
Furthering the European Campus
this slot shall strive to

- map strategies to promote a recognisable UNICA identity
- address the idea of chronicling successful EC recognition
- set out next steps of the inventory of joint programmes (minimum of three UNICA institutions)
- define next steps of the collection of existing Bachelor, Master and PhD cooperations, with information on these programmes.
- to identify areas of potential collaborations for excellent programmes, which shall help to define and accentuate the role as capital cities

12.00-13.00
Lunch
13.00-14.00  **Bologna past 2010 - the Ghent papers and perspectives for capital universities**
Ossi V. Lindqvist and Arthur Mettinger

- How can UNICA address challenges beyond 2010?
- What are the implications for the network and the Bologna Laboratory in particular?

14.00-14.15  **Coffee break**

14.15-15.30  **Bachelor, Master and Employability**
Marina Steinmann, DAAD

- Presentation of the latest DAAD study on expectations and experiences of the German labour market followed by discussion

15.30 – 16.30  **Learning outcomes and their repercussions on teaching and learning – a first-hand account**
Milan Mesic, Faculty of Agriculture of the University of Zagreb
First-hand experience and best practice on

- input on curriculum development and the design of learning outcomes
- how to formulate, how to teach and how to assess them

Danica Skara, University of Zadar. Learning outcomes in the context of doctoral studies

16.30-17.00  **conclusions**

**Extra information**
The University of Zagreb organises a city tour on Thursday at 15.00 - 17.00. While Lab Coordinators will be having the meeting, companions are welcome to seize the opportunity. It will start from the Centre).